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Abstract-This paper aims at speeding up RSA decryption and 
signature. The performance of RSA decryption and signature 
has direct relationship with the efficiency of modular 

exponentiation implementation. This paper proposes a variant 
of RSA cryptosystem (EAMRSA-Encrypt Assistant Multi
Prime RSA) by reducing modules and private exponents in 
modular exponentiation. The experimental result shows that 

the speed of the decryption and signature has been 
substantially improved and the variant can be efficiently 
implemented in parallel. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The RSA cryptosystem [1] is one of the most widely 
used public key systems. It is the main operation of RSA to 
compute modular exponentiation. Since RSA is based on 
arithmetic modulo large numbers, it can be slow in 
constraining environments. Especially, when RSA decrypts 
the ciphertext and generates the signatures, more 
computation capacity and time will be required. Reducing 
modulus in modular exponentiation is a technique to speed 
up the RSA decryption. Multi-Prime RSA [3] [4] which 
speeds up the RSA decryption reduces the size of the moduli. 
Another method which speeds up the RSA decryption is to 
shift some work to the encryption and the exponents of 
decryption become small numbers. But most of the variants 
were only considered from one aspect and didn't combine 
other aspects. This paper proposes a new variant of RSA 
based on the reduction of the modulus and private exponents 
in modular exponentiation of the decryption. The variant 
cannot only speed up RSA decryption but also can guarantee 
the security of RSA cryptosystem. 

The experimental results on the single-core processor 
computer show that the new variant can achieve an average 
factor of 5.92 speedup from 1795- to 3072-bit. Now, lots of 
multi-core devices are being introduced into the market .The 
architecture for multi-core processors can improve the 
performance of processors by parallel work [2]. In this paper, 
the algorithm has obvious parallel features by parallel 
analysis, and is easy to be efficiently implemented in parallel. 
The algorithm can execute in parallel on multi-core devices, 
giving full play to the parallel processing capabilities of 
these devices to further improve the performance of RSA. 
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the new 
variant of RSA is proposed and its security and parallelism 
are also discussed in this section. In section 3 the 
experimental results are presented and the performance of 
the new variant is analyzed. Related work is reviewed in 
section 4 and section 5 concludes the paper. 

II. THE PROPOSED V ARrANT 

In this section, a new variant of RSA is proposed and is 
called EAMRSA (Encrypt Assistant Multi-Prime RSA) in 
the paper. The variant effectively combines Multi-Prime 
RSA [3] [4] and RSA-S2 system [5]. It can obtain a higher 
speedup than the basic RSA and the above two RSA variants. 
The variant also has obvious parallel characteristics and is 
easy to be implemented in parallel. Before the proposal of 
optimizing the RSA cryptosystem is presented, the RSA-S2 
system will be discussed. 

A. RSA-S2 System 
The RSA-S2 [5] was originally proposed as a way to 

reduce load on small devices (smartcards) by shifting some 
heavy-weight cryptographic computation to more powerful 
server-host computers equipped with smartcard readers. The 
detail of the RSA-S2 is as follows: 

• The client randomly generates an integer vector 
D=(dl'd2, ••• ,dk) and two binary vectors 

f = U;,h,···,jk) and g = (gl'g2,···,gk) such that 

dp = l:}=IiA mod(p-l) dq = I7=lgA mod(q-l) 

• The client sends n, D and x to the server. 
• The server computes Z = (ZI'Z2, ••• ,Zk) and sends Z 

back to the client, where z; = xd; (mod n) . 
• The client obtains M by computing M as follows: 

Mp = n�=l z( (mod p) and Mq = n:=l z/; (modq) 

One then combines the M;'s using the CRT to obtain M. 
This paper adopts RSA-S2 to speed up the decryption by 

re-assigning the roles: encryption becomes "server" in RSA
S2 parlance and decryption becomes "weak client". The 
main idea is to shift some computational burden from the 
decryption to the encryption. The resultant technique is 
called Encrypt Assistant RSA ( EARSA) in this paper. 
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B. EAMRSA 
The new variant is described as cryptosystem with three 

algorithms: key generation, encryption and decryption. 
Key generation: The key generation algorithm takes a 
security parameter and three additional parameters b, k and c 
as input. The key pairs (public and private) are generated 
according to the following steps: 

• Compute b distinct primes p]' 
... , Pb each 

one L n / b J bits in length and generate N = n�=I P; . 

• Compute d = e-
I 
modtp(N) , where e picks the same 

e used in standard RSA [1] public keys, namely 
e=65537. The e is relatively prime 

to tp(N) = n�=I (p; -1). 

• Compute 'i = d mod P; -1, for 1 ::; i ::; b . Represent the 

'i as follows: 

rI = dI,l • el,I + dI,2 • el,2 + ... + dl,k . el,k (mod PI -1) , ...... , 

Ii = d;,l . e;,l + d;,2 ' e;,2 + ... + d;,k . e;,k (mod P; -1) , ...... , 

rb = db,l • eb,l + db,2 . eb,2 + ... + db,k • eb,k (mod Pb -1) 
where the d;,j 's and e;,j 's, for 1::; i::; b and 1::; j::; k , are 

random vector elements of c and Inl bits, respectively. The 
choice and security of parameters: b, k, and c are discussed 
later. The public key is < N, e, eI,p ••• , eI,k' ... , eb,p ... , eb,k > and 

the private key is < N, dI,p ••• , dI,k' ... , db,p ... , db,k > . 
Encryption: The encryption of the new variant RSA 
includes two steps: 

• Given plaintext message ME Z N , encrypt M as 
basic RSA. The ciphertext C is computed 

asC � Memod N .  

• Compute vector Z = (ZI,P""ZI,k"",Zb,P,,,,Zb,k) and 

take C as input, where Zi,j = cei,j mod N , for 

1 ::; i ::; b , 1 ::; j ::; k ,and sends it to the decryption part. 
The ciphertext message is the vector Z. 

Decryption: Decryption is done using the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem. To decrypt the vector Z and execute as 
the following steps: 

• Calculate M; by the M; = n�=I Z;�jJ (mod p;) , for 

1 ::; i ::; b, where P; has been computed. 

• According to the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 

Compute Yi = N / Pi = P]P2 ... Pi-]Pi+] ... Pb and 

ni =Yix(Yi-
]
(mod p)), for each i, l::; i::; b. 

• Using the CRT to combine theM; 's to obtain 
d M = C = M] x n] + ... + Mi x ni (mod N) , for each 

1::; i::; b. 
The variant improves the performance by evaluating a 

larger number of exponentiations with reduced modules and 
private exponents. 
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C. Security and Parameter Selection 
It is clear that the security of EAMRSA depends on the 

size of the primes used and on the security offered by the 
many private exponents d;,j , for 1::; i ::; band 1::; j ::; k . 

Firstly, the size of the primes used is discussed. The 
security of EAMRSA depends on the difficulty of factoring 

integers of the form N = n�=I P; for b>2.The fastest known 
factoring algorithm cannot take advantage of this special 
structure of N [4].However, one has to make sure that the 
prime factors of N do not fall within the range of the Elliptic 
Curve Method [S], because 256-bit factors would be within 
the range of RSA-5 12 factoring project, using Elliptic Curve 
Method[4].Consequently, with a bit length of 1024 modules, 
it is not secure anymore to use a decomposition of more than 
three primes. When the value of b parameter is chosen in the 
new variant, one should make sure that the prime factors of 
N are bigger than 256-bit. In the following experiments, the 
key sizes of tested algorithms are from 1024- to 3072- bit, 
and b chooses 3 or 4 to make the prime factors of N bigger 
than 341-bit. So the security level of the new variant can be 
greatly enhanced. 

To guarantee the security of EAMRSA, one also has to 
require for the variant to be infeasible to deduce 
values 'i = d mod P; -1 , 1::; i ::; b via brute force, since an 
attacker with knowledge of some one would be able to factor 
modulus N and thereby break RSA. Given a vector, for each 
i ,1::; i::; b, < N,e,eI,I' ... ,eb,k > ,a search through all possible 

values of d;,k would reveal 'i .Because there are b x k c

bit vector elements, one has to make sure that the search 

space of 2bxkxc values is large enough to prevent such an 
exhaustive search. When the values of the parameters c, k, 
and b are chosen, one has to make the difficulty of 
exhausting the resulting search space at least equivalent (or 
harder than) to breaking the underlying RSA cryptosystem. 

Exh ' h f 2bxkxc I . . I h' austIve searc 0 va ues IS eqUlva ent to searc mg 
for all possible keys in a symmetric-key cryptosystem. Thus, 
based on the RSA key size used, one has to make sure that 
the symmetric key size can provide equivalent security. 
Lenstra and Verheul give formulas for determining such 
keys [7]. RSA with 1024- and 1536-bit keys by the above 
formulas would be roughly equal in strength to a symmetric
key cryptosystem with 72- and SO-bit keys, respectively. The 
EAMRSA values c, b, and k were selected based on the key 
size formulas in [7], and b x k x c corresponds to a 
symmetric key comparable in strength to the corresponding 
RSA key. In the following experiments, the key size of 
tested algorithms is from 1024- to 3072-bit, parameter b 
chooses 3 or 4, parameter c chooses 12S- or 256-bit, and k=2, 
making the value of b x k x c much larger than the value 
based on key size formulas in [7] .Thus, the security level of 
the private keys of the new variant is greatly enhanced by the 
above method. A conclusion is reached, that is, the variant 
can provide services of high security and high speed. 



D. Parallelism analysis 
As the multi-core computers are getting into the market, 

more and more computers have the parallel environment, but 
most of the current programs are not the parallel programs. 
Parallel programs attempt to solve bigger problems in less 
time by simultaneously solving different parts of the problem 
on different processing elements. However, this may not 
work, unless the problem contains exploitable concurrency, 
that is, multiple activities or tasks can execute at the same 
time. The key to parallel computing is the exploitable 
concurrency. Concurrency which exists in a computational 
problem can be decomposed into sub problems that can 
safely execute at the same time. The fIrst step in designing a 
parallel algorithm is to decompose the problem into elements 
that can execute concurrently. This decomposition can be 
considered as occurring in two dimensions that are the data
decomposition and the task-decomposition [6].The new 
variant of the RSA will be analyzed in two dimensions so as 
to fmd the exploitable concurrency of the variant. 

The data-decomposition dimension focuses on the data 
required by the tasks and on how the data can be 
decomposed into distinct chunks [6]. The main data of the 
variant are public key, private key, plaintext and ciphertext. 
Compared with the standard RSA, the public key of the new 
variant RSA becomes < N,e,e1,p . . .  ,e1,k, . . .  ,eb,p . . .  ,eb,k > .the 

private key becomes < N,d1,p . . .  ,d1,k, . . .  ,db,p . . .  ,db,k > .The 

public key of standard RSA is decomposed to many elements 
and the private exponent is also decomposed to many small 
numbers. The public key and private key are decomposed 
into a b x k matrix. Every unit in the matrix is a pair of the 
public key and private key and is taken as the input of 
encryption and decryption and these data units can be 
operated relatively independently. Because each data unit of 
the variant is independent, it is possible to parallelize the 
application by associating each unit with a task. 

The task-decomposition views the problem as a stream 
of instructions that can be broken into sequence called task 
that can execute simultaneously [6]. The main tasks of the 
RSA focus on encryption and decryption. The operation of 
the decryption of the standard RSA only includes a modular 
exponentiation and carmot be broken into any tasks. The 
operations of the standard RSA employing the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem for RSA decryption are two modular 
exponentiations and are not easy to break and extend in the 
parallel environment. The operation of the encryption is 
only a modular exponentiation in the standard RSA and 
carmot execute in parallel. However, the new variant of 
RSA includes b x k + 1 modular exponentiations in the 
encryption and b x k modular exponentiations in the 
decryption. The big modular exponentiation of standard 
RSA is decomposed into many smaller modular 
exponentiations in the variant. The encryption and 
decryption of the variant can be broken into multiple tasks 
that can execute simultaneously. These tasks executed 
simultaneously must be based on the independent input data. 
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The independency of input data is analyzed in the data
decomposition. 

Figure 1 shows that there are lots of exploitable 
concurrency in the encryption and decryption of the variant. 
Thus, based on the analysis of the data-decomposition and 
task-decomposition, the variant can be effIciently 
implemented in parallel. Figure 1 shows that encryption and 
decryption of the variant can be paralleled by row or by 
column. The parallel implementation is agile. 

Encryption: Parallel by column 

Parallel by r w el,1 el,k 

k units in each row 
Parallel by column 

�, 

Figure 1. Task Decomposition of Decryption and Encryption. 

For the parallel implementation of the new variant, the 
multi-core computers can be chosen as the parallel hardware 
platform and the software development platform of parallel 
programs can choose the OpenSSL [9] cryptographic library 
and OpenMP [6]. 

III. PERFORMANCE AND EXPERIMANTAL RESULTS 

The speedup is measured by the execution time of RSA 
decryption in the paper. These test algorithms were written 
by using the OpenSSL cryptographic library (version 0.9.8 k) 
and OpenMP. The hardware platform was a 1.5GHz Intel(R) 
Celeron(R) M processor with 512 MB RAM running 
Windows XP Professional. In the experiment, the algorithms 
were called different names according to different 
parameters and values of the parameters. 
EAIM3RSA, EAIM4RSA,EA2M3RSA and EA2M4RSA in 
the paper respectively indicate the EAMRSA of the 
parameters b=3 and c=128-bit,the parameters b=4 and 
c=128-bit,the parameters b=3 and c=256-bit and the 
parameters b=4 and c=256-bit. M3RSA and M4RSA 
respectively indicate the Multi-Prime RSA of the parameter 
b=3 and the parameter b=4. The EAIRSA and EA2RSA 
respectively indicate the EARSA of the parameter b=3 and 
the parameter b=4. The RSA keys of 1024, 1536, 2048, 2304, 
2560, 2816, and 3072 bits were used so as to test EAMRSA 
performance with both current and future security. 

TABLE I. SPEEDUP RELATED TO DECRYPTION 



Variant Speedup 
2048 2304 2560 2816 3072 Average 

EAIRSA 3.86 4.88 3.41 4.38 5.38 4.14 
EA2RSA 1.94 2.44 3.41 2.98 2.73 2.74 
M3RSA 2.00 2.00 2.32 2.00 2.00 2.21 
M4RSA 2.00 2.44 3.41 3.04 3.66 2.92 
EAIM3RSA 4.13 5.20 7.27 5.83 5.55 5.19 
EA2M3RSA 3.88 2.52 3.52 3.59 3.66 3.38 
EAIM4RSA 4.13 5.20 6.81 8.75 10.75 7.06 
EA2M4RSA 3.88 3.39 4.54 4.52 5.55 4.63 

Table 1 shows the speedups for the five modulI wIth eIght 
variants to the standard RSA. The EAIM4RSA got the 
highest speedup in all variants. The result shows the average 
EAIM4RSA speedup of 7.06 is from 2048- to 3072-
bit.Table 2 lists the improved speedup among the EAMRSA, 
the EARSA and the Multi-Prime RSA. The results show that 
the speedup of every algorithm of the EAMRSA is improved 
to the relative EARSA and Multi-Prime RSA. The highest 
improved speedup is 4.14 for the EAIM4RSA to the 
M4RSA and the least improved speedup is 0.64 for the 
EA2M3RSA to the EA2RSA in table 2. 

TABLE II. IMPROVED SPEEDUP RELATED TO DECRYPTION 

Variant Improved Speedup (Averaee) 
EA1RSA EA2RSA M3RSA M4RSA 

EAIM3RSA 1.05 2.98 
EA2M3RSA 0.64 1.17 
EAIM4RSA 2.92 4.14 
EA2M4RSA 1.89 1.71 

FIgure 2 shows that the process of the EAMRSA 
encryption in parallel obtains the speedup to the original 
EAMRSA encryption. The results show that when the key 
becomes larger, the parallel results will be better. 
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Figure 2. Parallel encryption speedup when varying key size -For k=2 

The test hardware platform of the parallel EMRSA 
encryption was a 1.73GHz Intel Pentium Dual Core with 1 
GB RAM running Windows XP Professional. From figure 2, 
based on double core computers, the speedup of factor 2 
which parallel encryption has obtained is the best. The 
experimental result shows that the speed of the decryption 
has been substantially improved and the variant can be 
efficiently implemented in parallel. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

There are some characteristics for the EAMRSA: 
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1. High performance in decryption and signature generation. 
2. Performance increases with larger moduli, for k is fixed. 
3. High security: The private exponents of tlIe EAMRSA, if 
c= 128, k=2, and b=4, can obtain 8 x 128 -bit strength. 

Although EAMRSA reduces the computation load at the 
decryption, it introduces certain computation cost to the 
encryption. This added computation cost is negligible and 
acceptable for most encryption and if the encryption executes 
on the multi-core computers, the process of the encryption 
can be implemented in parallel, so the added computation 
can be well solved. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the new RSA variant which can improve 
the performance of the decryption and signature generation 
was proposed. The variant can obtain high performance by 
reducing the modulus and private exponents. The improved 
variant can be easily implemented in parallel and can get 
higher security and higher speedup based on current multi
core devices. The next study will focus on: How to combine 
OpenSSL cryptographic libraries and OpenMP more 
efficiently and implement the parallel RSA system in the 
multi-core platform and how to optimize the parameters of 
the new variant to make the variant get higher performance 
and security. 
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